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VISION STATEMENT: 
Throughout this upcoming year, I have many goals that I would like to accomplish. My main objective is to 

spread BBYO throughout all of Suffolk county, by increasing the amount of chapters. Additionally I will 
work to enhance all of our current chapters. I envision Suffolk County to have strong chapters reaching all 
the way out east. Today we have 970 strong B’nai B’rith Girls in NSR. I want to increase that number. The 

more girls we have,  the more passion we can share. We have 6 Suffolk chapters, let's make more 
throughout Suffolk County! Today our chapters are doing well, but we can make them flourish! If elected, I 

have no doubt that we as a region can accomplish each of these goals. 
 
 
Most chapters program on the same day, how do you plan to utilize your time to 
be able to successfully communicate and be involved in all their meetings? 

 
I will assist each chapter in the programming process by attending as many board 
meetings as possible. I will be there to answer any questions and help each chapter to 
have engaging programs. For the meetings itself, I will put forth all my efforts to try and 
make it to as many of the chapters meetings. If for some reason I can't make it to the 
meeting itself, I can use technology to still have a presence, whether this be through a 
zoom call or a text message, I will make sure I contribute as much as I can. I also 
ensure that I will split my time evenly while also giving most attention to the chapters 
who are most in need of my assistance. This will allow me to help boost the chapters 
that have the most needs, and help them reach their fullest potential. 
 
So much of the jewish demographic in Suffolk County is not reached, how do you 
plan on spreading BBYO further out east? 
 
There are several ways that I intend on reaching the jewish population that is located 
further east. I will contact Jewish youth organizations in towns further out east, asking 
when their big events are going to take place. I will then ask if I can speak at these 
events about BBYO and potentially starting new chapters. It has also come to my 
attention that because of the fact that there are not many Suffolk chapters, many girls 
who don’t have a BBYO chapter in their town, tend to join other Suffolk chapters. I 
would empower these members from further east towns, to take leadership positions 
and start new chapters within their towns. I will be there for the prosperity and downfalls 
through this all, but I do believe that together we can and will create more Suffolk 
chapters. 


